CHAPTER VIII
BOTJCHERAJEE—TEE CHOONWAL *
As the Pmmars of Danta with the Arasooree Mother, so
the tribes of the Choonwal are mdissolubly connected with
a more modern, but scarcely less famous, Devee, Shree
Boucherajee Some Gharun women, says the tradition, were
travelling from Sulkhunpoor, to a neighbouring village, when
the Koolees attacked and plundered them One of the women,
whose name was Bouchera, snatched a sword from a boy,
who attended her, and with it cut off both her breasts She
immediately perished Her sisters, Boot and Bulal, also com-
mitted suicide, and they, as well as Bouchera, became Devees
Shree Boucherajee is worshipped in the Choonwal, Boot
Mother, at Urnej, near Kot, and Bulal Devee, at Bakulk,oo,
about fifteen miles south of Seehore a
1 [' Chunvahy as, also called Jahangrias, take their name from Chunval,
a tract of country in the north east of the Yiramgam subdivision of the
Ahmadabad district, so called from its originally containing forty foui
villages. Ohunvaliyas are mostly found in Ahmadabad and Kathiawar
They are a wild, untractable race who at one time were the terror of
north Gujarat The Chunvahya Thakordas or landholders, who belong
to the Makvana tribe of Kohfl and claim to be Jhala Rajputs, having
married into good families, are good looking and fair, like the Talabdas
But the bulk of the Chunvahyas have more of the features and oharac
tenstics of the Bkfl, than whom they are only a little higher in position
and intelligence The Ghunvabya Koks were a body of organized
plunderers Led by chiefs or Thakordas of partly Rajput descent,
they lived in villages protected by almost impassable thorn fences, and
levied contributions from the districts round, planning, if refused,
regular night attacks, and dividing the booty according to recognized
rules As they had been almost entirely uncontrolled by the Marathas,
at the beginning of British rule the Chunvahya Kohs more than once,
in 1819 and 1825, rose in revolt On their second rising their hedges
and other fortifications were removed, and their power as an organized
body of plunderers was crushed.' Bmbay Gazetteer, voL re, part i,
p 239, s v Chunvaliya ]
a [The goddess Bahuohara is, like Amba Bhavani, a pre Hindu deity,
incorporated by the usual process of syncretism with a certain Charan

